Let 6 denote the Banach space of continuous functions <j>:
x'(t) = f(t, x,) fortE[0,b], xo = «k with x, E 52 for í G [0, 6] . Our approach is to construct approximate solutions to a related integral equation employing a modification of the techniques found in Martin [4] and Webb [7] . This function space flow invariance is in the spirit of that defined by Hale [1] as opposed to that investigated by authors such as Leela and Moauro [2] and Seifert [6] . Actually, the invariance considered in [2] and [6] is a special case of that defined above. In remarks following the theorem we indicate the relationship between our results and those of [2] and [6] . Results when R" is replaced by a general Banach space are also indicated.
Let G, ß, and /be as above and /0 G [0, oo). We say that x'(t) = fit, x,), t > t0,
has a local solution provided there exist b > 0 and a continuous function x: [-r + t0,t0+ b] -> R" which satisfies (*) with x, E 12 for t E [t0, t0 + b]. We will frequently refer to the functions Fh : [0, oo) X G -» G and T(h):
and G where « > 0:
Also, for t// G G we define |^; fi| = infflt// -¿>|: d> G fi}.
Theorem. Suppose ti G G is closed and f: [0, oo) X G -> R" is continuous. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) for each (t0, <£) G [0, oo) X fi, (*) has a local solution;
(2) for each (t0, <b) E [0, oo) x Ö, lim iaik^0*\Fi{t» ¿>); ti\/h = 0. The proof that (2) -> (1) given below is obtained via approximate solutions to (*»). The construction of the approximate solutions given in the lemma is patterned after that found in Martin [4] and Webb [7] . Let <p G fi, and for simplicity we will suppose r0 = 0. Since / is continuous, there exist positive numbers b, R, and C-i ~ '," < e"such that:
(i) Un(0) = <b, Un(t,n) E a with \U"(t,n) -<b\<RandiftE [/,», t,"+x) then Un(t) is defined by \U(t)]9 = Í L^'")]« -'<" + 0^' "' <* < ^ -t, 11
1 [ Um(tr)]0 + U-t? + 9 )f(t?, Un(tr)), t,n-t<9< 0;
(ii) |t/"(Ci) -W+i)l < ^"+i -'/"). wte« i/"(C+-,) = hm,^Un(t);
\f(t, *) -fit?, Un(t,"))\ < e" W |T(< -tr)Un(t,") -Un(t»)\ < e".
Proof. The construction of Un is by induction; in particular, we suppose Un is defined on [0, t"]. Let 8" be the maximum number satisfying By (c), | U"(t,"+~x); B| < fi"e"/2 so we may choose i/"(/,"+1) G fl such that l^aV.)-£W+i)l < 0»"+i -tfkTo establish that Í7" satisfies (i)-(v) on [0, f"+1] we first show that |W"(0 -Un(t)\ < ent," for t G [t,n, t,"+,). Observe that, for -r < 9 < t," -t, tu -tr)wn(tr)9 = wn(t?)(t -1," + r?)
"d>(f + 9), -r <0 < -t, -r < 0 < t," -t, W)0 + (t -t," + 9)f(t,", Un(t?)) -Un(t?)9, t;" -t <9 < 0, and using (iii) of the lemma, we obtain |<7n(i) -U"(t?)\ < e"(l + M). Also, for t G [/,", t,"+x) by (iv) we see | Wn(t) -U"(t)\ < ent," < e"¿» and thus U(t) = limn^xU"(t) = limn_00t/n(yn(f)) G fi uniformly on [0, b\. The continuity of/ and compactness of {(/, U(t)): 0 < t < b) yields lim/(y"(0, U"(y"(t))) = fit, U(t)) /. \9\
(9 + h)xh -9<¡> (0) and it follows that (2)' -► (2). Consequently, the techniques in the theorem yield results in Seifert [6] . Actually, in [6] , G is replaced by G% = {4:
[ -00, 0] -^ R": 4 is continuous and bounded}. However, the necessary modifications to the theorem are easily performed. Remark 2. Suppose we replace R" with a general Banach space X. This generalization requires no change in the lemma. The difficulty arises in the proof of the theorem in which we show (2)->(1) by obtaining the convergence of a subsequence of {Wn} ™_, ; in particular, we are not assured for each (t, 9) G [0, b] X [-t, 0] that { Wn(t)9}™=x is precompact. This can obviously be overcome if we assume that / maps bounded subsets of [0, b] X ti into precompact subsets of X. We may also obtain that {rV"(t)9}™_x is precompact by supposing that (3) is made by Leela and Moauro [2] and is motivated by a similar condition used for ordinary differential equations by Li [3] and Martin [5] . The resulting proof that { Wn(t)9)™=x is precompact is straightforward given the techniques used in those papers. In [2] , S2 = ñ(A) for some closed A c X and the invariance assumption made on/is (4) lim inf^0. |<J>(0) + hf(t, ¿>); A|/A = 0 for all (/, d>) G [0, oo) X G with <b(0) E A. The following simple example typifies a situation in which our results apply but those of [2] do not and so our results actually improve those of [2] .
Let A = [-1, 0] and/: (2 -» R be defined by/(d>) = <K-r)<b(Q). It is easy to verify that for ç> G S2(A), Fh(<¡>) E B(A) for sufficiently small h and so (2) holds. However, if <b(9) = -(2/r)9 -1 then ¿.(0) = -1 G A (note that <t> G 12(A)) but/(¿>) = -1 and thus Hm inf l*°> + ft* A' = Hm inf ' ~ ' ' * A' = 1.
